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Abstract. Generating valid instantiations for a conceptual schema is instrumental in ensuring its quality by means of verification, validation or testing. This problem becomes even more challenging when we also require that the computed instantiations exhibit significant differences among them, i.e., they are diverse. In this work, we propose an automatic method that guarantees synthesizing a diverse set of instantiations from a conceptual schema by combining model finders, classifying terms and constraint strengthening techniques. This technique has been implemented in the USE tool for UML/OCL.
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1 Introduction

Verification, validation and testing are different mechanisms to ensure the quality of a conceptual schema. These approaches typically require the same resource: creating one or more instantiations of the conceptual schema. With “instantiation” we refer to an example for an information base of a conceptual schema [16].

These instantiations can be used as illustrations to better understand the model, to explain its behavior or to simulate it; as counterexamples that describe invalid configurations; and as test cases to capture scenarios that should be checked.

A key property of any set of instantiations to be used in a quality assurance process is its diversity. That is, the instantiations in the set should cover a broad spectrum of different configurations and scenarios. Otherwise, relevant corner cases might be missed, causing faults and/or wrong conclusions.

Asking a domain expert to create instantiations manually can be very time-consuming and is usually not feasible. Instead, dedicated tools called model finders [12, 18] can be used to automatically compute (valid) instantiations of a conceptual schema that satisfy all its integrity constraints. Model finders rely on different techniques like constraint solvers, theorem provers or search algorithms
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to perform this computation [12]. While model finders automate the generation process, they do not guarantee diverse solutions.

One approach that helps model finders generate a diverse output is called classifying terms (CT) [14]. Classifying terms are properties that can be used to partition the solution space. Intuitively, a CT is an expression or property defined in such a way that two instantiations yielding different values for the classifying term will be (very) dissimilar. The partitions induced by classifying terms can guide the model finder and direct it to select canonical representatives from each partition, rather than arbitrary instantiations. Thus, a proper choice of classifying terms ensures a good partition and, thus, model diversity. Nevertheless, proposing suitable classifying terms requires domain knowledge. Thus, it is not trivial to automate and requires the participation of a domain expert.

To overcome this issue, this work proposes a method for automatically generating relevant classifying terms for a given conceptual schema. The approach arises from the observation that classifying terms are typically related to the integrity constraints in the schema. Therefore, we propose to mutate the schema’s integrity constraints in a structured way in order to generate classifying terms. In particular, we extend and adapt the work on constraint strengthening [6] to produce these mutants of interest. Our approach, combining constraint strengthening, classifying terms and model finders, enables the automatic generation of diverse instantiations from a conceptual schema. This result is useful in many areas of conceptual modeling beyond information systems. To describe the method, and without loss of generality, we consider conceptual schemas expressed as UML class diagrams enriched with OCL constraints to describe integrity constraints.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the state of the art. Section 3 presents our proposed method for synthesizing classifying terms and Section 4 its implementation. Section 5 discusses the advantages and shortcomings of this method. Finally, Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.

2 State of the art

Some works on general purpose satisfiability solvers are focused on random sampling [7, 5, 8], i.e., finding diverse satisfying assignments to boolean formulas.

In the specific context of model finders, there are many approaches for finding valid instances for a model [12] but only a few consider diversity. Some strategies that have been used are symmetry breaking [18], distance metrics [9], abstract graph shapes [17] or random restarts [2]. One of these approaches lets the designer control diversity by defining classifying terms [14]: relevant boolean or integer expressions that partition the set of solutions by exhibiting different results for instantiations that are dissimilar.

Testing methods also rely on model finders to synthesize test cases [1, 3]. This process may require mutating constraints, selecting edit operators randomly from a predefined catalog. Instead, in this paper we modify constraints in a structured way [6] in order to strengthen them. Besides, we explore the (complex) partitions defined by classifying terms instead of simply defining ranges of “meaningful values” for inputs as in [10, 15].
3 Our Generative Method

Our method adapts and combines techniques from two previous works: classifying terms (CT) [14] and the strengthening of integrity constraints [6].

CTs are employed to explore the set of possible correct or incorrect instantiations of a conceptual schema in order to obtain a few diverse instantiations instead of many similar ones. The approach enables the generation of instantiations that satisfy all constraints (positive test cases) as well as instantiations in which some constraints fail (negative test cases). However, until now, CTs had to be manually written by the developer, which limited the usability of the approach. To address this limitation, this work uses the existing integrity constraints in the model as an input and strengthen them (i.e., it mutates them) to generate a more restrictive version of the constraint) for obtaining meaningful CTs. That is, CTs that generate interesting equivalence classes that can be then taken as input for the generation of diverse instantiations in which border cases become clear. For example, one instantiation where a particular constraint holds and another one where the same constraint fails.

Figure 1 explains the basic idea behind our new approach. As an example, we consider two invariants invA and invB and assume two strengthened versions of them invA⁺ and invB⁺ have been identified. By considering the strengthened versions as CTs, one will ideally construct four model equivalence classes and obtain four diverse instantiations that show different behavior with respect to the two CTs. The next sections illustrate each step of this process in more detail using a running example.

3.1 Running example

As a running example throughout the paper we use the simple conceptual schema depicted in Figure 2, representing a simplified cloud provisioning model. Different cloud providers offer a number of CloudServices to the potential Customers who put Orders based on their data volume needs. To ensure the integrity of the provisioning, a number of constraints are defined on top of the schema. For instance, we check that orders must be within the Customer budget (constraint orderWithinBudget) or that premium customers have at least one order with a data volume higher or equals to 5. Due to space constraints we only show three invariants below, the rest are available in our Git repository [4].
3.2 Derivation of classifying terms via constraint strengthening

Mutation is a technique used in the context of software testing. This process starts from a software artifact, usually a program or function, and systematically introduces small changes to produce new versions of the artifact called mutants. These syntactic changes, called mutation operators, are intended to mimic frequent developer errors. Then, it is possible to check whether a test suite is capable of detecting that the original artifacts and the mutants do not have the same behavior.

In the context of OCL integrity constraints, strengthening [6] is a method for structured mutation. By construction, strengthening guarantees that any mutant it produces is more restrictive than the original OCL constraint, taking into account the semantics of OCL (including OCL’s 4-valued logic [13], which considers invalid and undefined values). This is achieved by ensuring that this property holds for each mutation operator.

As an example, below we show sample strengthening candidates (noted using the + symbol) applied to two expressions including the boolean operator or (left) and the relational operator >= (right). Note that, when the subexpressions are boolean, potential strengthenings may require to strengthen some of its subexpressions. A complete list of candidate strengthenings can be found in [6].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[exp1 or exp2]}^+ & \rightarrow \text{exp1 and exp2} \\
\text{[exp1]}^+ & \rightarrow \text{exp1 or exp2} \\
\text{[exp1 >= exp2]}^+ & \rightarrow \text{exp1 > exp2} \\
\text{exp1} & = \text{exp2} \\
\text{exp1} & > \text{exp2} + 1
\end{align*}
\]

Strengthening was originally proposed as a way to suggest fixes for integrity constraints that were found to be too lax. Here, we adapt this method to generate classifying terms for a conceptual model. Notice that we are not interested in classifying terms that are more lax than the integrity constraints: if an instantiation does not satisfy an integrity constraint, it will be discarded as invalid. On the other hand, stronger versions of integrity constraints will produce valid
instances, which is exactly what we need and the reason why we use invariant strengthening to generate classifying terms.

A first adaptation is that classifying terms are not restricted by a context type like OCL invariants. Thus, we have to rewrite the OCL constraints to provide a meaning for the “self” object via allInstances. For instance, the invariant orderWithinBudget has to be rewritten as:

\[
\text{Customer} . \text{allInstances} \rightarrow \text{forAll}(c | c . \text{ord} \rightarrow \text{forAll}(o | c . \text{budget} \geq o . \text{dataVol} \times o . \text{serv.unitPrice}))
\]

Once the invariants are rewritten, we apply the strengthenings to obtain the classifying terms. As an example, we show below the resulting classifying term after applying three strengthenings to the three invariants presented above:

\[
\text{-- budget: strengthening '>='} \rightarrow '()=' \text{Customer} . \text{allInstances}() \rightarrow \text{forAll}(c | c . \text{ord} \rightarrow \text{forAll}(o | c . \text{budget} = o . \text{dataVol} \times o . \text{serv.unitPrice}))
\]

\[
\text{-- uniqueness: strengthening 'or' \rightarrow 'and'} \text{CloudService} . \text{allInstances}() \rightarrow \text{forAll}(cs1, cs2 | cs1 <> cs2 \text{ implies cs1.provider <> cs2.provider and cs1.maxDataVol <> cs2.maxDataVol})
\]

\[
\text{-- minimum: strengthening 'A implies B' \rightarrow 'B'} \text{Customer} . \text{allInstances}() \rightarrow \text{forAll}(c | c . \text{ord} \rightarrow \text{forAll}(o | o . \text{dataVol} \geq 5))
\]

### 3.3 Constructing diverse instantiations

As stated before and in [14], a classifying term is a closed OCL query expression that computes a Boolean or an Integer value, i.e., an OCL expression without free variables that, when evaluated in an instantiation, gives a Boolean or an Integer result. Given a collection of classifying terms \( CT_1, \ldots, CT_n \) for a conceptual model, the model finder internally operates as follows:

1. Compute an instantiation of the model respecting the stated OCL invariants.
2. Evaluate the classifying terms in the current instantiation (values \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \)).
3. Internally add a new constraint forbidding that the classifying terms take the values of the found instantiation: \( (CT_1 <> v_1) \text{ or } \ldots \text{ or } (CT_n <> v_n) \).
4. Repeat the process until no more instantiations can be found.

In the running example, the three constructed Boolean classifying terms budget, uniqueness and minimum will yield eight \( 2^3 \) instantiations where in a single instantiation each classifying term is either false or true. Figure 3 shows two of the eight instantiations and the result of evaluating the three classifying terms in each instantiation.

### 4 Tool support

Our method has been implemented inside the USE tool [11]. USE is implemented in Java and provides, among other features: a GUI; packages to load, modify and inspect models and instantiations; and commands to invoke the KodKod relational solver [18] for model finding.

The input of our tool is a UML class diagram annotated with OCL invariants. This model is specified using the textual format employed by USE (.use). The
output is a set of diverse instantiations of the model, which can be visualized as object models within USE. Our implementation is divided into three steps:

1. Candidate generation: First, we strengthen each OCL integrity constraint by means of a post-order traversal of its abstract syntax tree (AST). For each boolean expression in the AST, we generate the candidate strengthenings by combining the strengthenings of its subexpressions (see Section 3.2). The list of candidates for the root of the AST is the list of potential classifying terms for that invariant.

2. Candidate selection: Next, we select the subset of candidates to be used as classifying terms to compute instantiations. This choice can be performed in different ways: randomly; using heuristics (e.g. choosing the classifying terms that involve the more constrained elements in the model); or with the help of a domain expert (note that choosing classifying terms from a list of candidates requires much less effort than proposing them).

3. Computation of instantiations: Finally, we provide the classifying terms to the model finder, which uses them to find representative instantiations in each of the equivalence classes induced by the partition. This process is automated within USE using the command \texttt{mv -scrollingAllICT <properties_file>}, which receives as parameters the properties file in which the verification bounds are stated; asks for the classifying terms; and invokes the Kodkod model finder to generate instantiations.

Our running example has been analyzed using this tool implementation, which is available for download from [4].

5 Discussion

Correctness and completeness. The classifying terms are always added on top of the existing integrity constraints in the schema. Therefore, any solution obtained using classifying terms satisfies all constraints. This guarantees the correctness of any generated instantiation.
Regarding the expressiveness of integrity constraints, our method supports all features of OCL 2.4 except for ordered collections (Sequence, OrderedSet) or recursively defined queries. Without loss of generality, we have focused on the generation of boolean classifying terms but a similar process could be applied for the generation of integer classifying terms.

**Performance.** Computing the classifying terms adds a performance overhead to the solution generation process, but it is negligible. The classifying term generation time was 151 milliseconds for our running example, which was 1-2 orders of magnitude faster than the time it took to compute a single valid instantiation.

Given that this second task (computing the instantiation) is the bottleneck, any approach aiming to reduce the number of times we need to trigger the generation of a new instantiation to ensure diversity in the result set\(^5\), will significantly reduce the overall computing time.

**Heuristics for the selection of classifying terms.** The automatic application of our method can generate a very large number of potential classifying terms. Any of them can be used to enforce diverse solutions but a manual exploration of the generated classifying terms quickly reveals some that seem more promising than others (in terms of the degree of diversity they could generate).

The definition of a set of heuristics able to filter the set of classifying terms and propose the *best* ones is left for further work.

**Combination strategies for classifying terms.** Given two or more classifying terms, we could adapt our approach to change the way in which the equivalent classes are traversed in the solution generation process. For instance, we could focus first on one of the classifying terms and generate diverse examples only considering that classifying term alone (i.e. emphasizing *local diversity*). Or we could combine all classifying terms and generate solutions that explore equivalent classes taking into account the value of different classifying terms at the same time (i.e. emphasizing *global diversity*).

\(^5\) Most solvers will generate by default very similar results when repetitively prompted for new solutions [5, 7, 8]. Rather than (potentially unsuccessful) solver-specific tunings, this work proposes a solver-independent solution to achieve diverse results.
context, one may want to prioritize constraints over the more restricted parts of the model to maximize the chances of finding errors. Identification of such restricted parts/constraints left as future work. As stated in the previous section, we also plan to work on the definition of strategies to optimally select and combine different CTs and guide the exploration of model solutions for each combination. Again, depending on the goal, a breadth-first strategy may be preferable over a depth-first one (or the other way round). Finally, large case studies must check the usefulness of our proposal and improve its applicability.
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